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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

Living bone is an electrically active tissue, therefore, the need for the prosthetic implant 

materials having inherent / induced mechano-electrical characteristics, mimicking with that 

of bone, are highly desirable. These mechano-electrically active prosthetic implant materials 

are a new class of biomaterial. The present chapter is divided in two parts, the first part 

covers the necessity to develop an electrical equivalent of a typical living cell to understand 

the effect of external E-field on cells and tissues and second part discusses the electroactive 

property of hydroxyapatite (HA), which is structurally, chemically and compositionally 

similar to the bone apatite. Also, the presence of ferroelectricity in HA has been discussed 

from the view point of consideration of the occurrence of polar phase. Further, the surface 

charge induced accelerated cellular growth and proliferation on HA has been elaborately 

discussed in vitro and in vivo. In addition, bone is also a classical example of functionally 

graded material (FGM), therefore, this chapter also discusses the need to develop the FGM 

and its advantages over conventional implant materials.  

2.1. Bone as an electrically active tissue 

2.1.1. Bone biology 

Living bone is a natural composite material which is comprised of inorganic mineral phase 

(hydroxyapatite), organic phase (collagen), bone cells (osteogenic, osteoclasts, osteoblasts, 

and osteocytes) and fluids (water, extracellular matrix).
1,2

 The inorganic hydroxyapatite phase 

is highly non-stoichiometric, defective as well as contain cations (Ca
2+

) and complex anions 

(PO4
3-

, CO3
2-

) groups along with small impurity ions such as Mg
2+

, Fe
2+

, F
-
, Cl

-
, Na

+
 and K

+
.
2
 

The biological mineral apatite have different composition and crystalline nature from 

synthetic as well as naturally occurring apatite which overall results in different mechanical 

properties.
2
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Fig. 2.1: Compact bone represented in a hierarchical structure from micro to 

nanometer scale.
3
 (Reproduced with permission from Elsevier) 

Organic phase collagens are protein fibrils. Structurally, these collagen protein fiber are triple 

helix with a diameter of 1.5 nm and a length of 300 nm, each attached through mineral 

hydroxyapatite plates with a thickness of ~ 1 nm and a diameter of 70-100 nm [Fig.2.1].
4
 The 

group of collagen fibrils forms lamella. The group of lamella i.e., lamellae (4 to 20) 

concentrically surrounds the central canal system (Harvesian canal), which facilitates 

nutrients supply, growth and provides healing of fractures.
2
 This system runs parallel to the 

bone axis. [Fig. 2.2]. Lamellae consist of pores and within these pores osteocytes are 

present.
2
 Together this structural arrangement is called an osteon which forms the basic 

building blocks of bone. Remodelling of the bone is continuously controlled by osteocytes.
2
 

In addition, they also play a crucial role in the piezoelectricity of the bone.
2
 Bone consists of 

60% (by weight) mineral apatite phase and 20 % collagen part and fluids.
2
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Fig. 2.2: Scanning electron microscopic image of the cross-section of a compact bone 

depicting the Harvesian systems.
2
 (Reproduced with permission from Springer Nature) 

Mineral phase in the bone maintains calcium homeostasis resulting in strength as well as 

stiffness.
1,5

 Inorganic/mineral phase is resorbed by osteoclasts.
2
 Collagen, on the other hand, 

provides flexibility as well as tensile strength.
6,7

 Collagen has several types (type I, type III, 

type V, type XII), of which, type I is majorly present in the bone while others are present in 

small amounts.
2
 Osteoblasts synthesize osteoid which contains type I collagen.

2
 Living bone 

is in a state of constant remodelling which is mediated through mechanical loading as well as 

hormonal responses generated through the variation of calcium and phosphate.
8,9,10

 

According to Wolff‟s law, bone structurally adapts, remodels, as well as develops strength 

depending on the applied mechanical stress/loading.
11,12

 When there is no external 

loading/stress, the bone becomes porous and reduces its mass.
2
  

2.1.2. Bone bioelectricity 

It is widely known that the living organisms generate endogenous currents because of the 

presence of the various inorganic ions and their gradients.
13

 These endogenous currents guide 

various functionalities at cellular level such as cell migration, tissue growth as well as wound 

healing.
14,15

 Besides, these endogenous currents also contribute to fetal development.
16
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Therefore, the role of the external electric field becomes crucial to alter the cellular as well as 

tissue functionalities.
16,17

 Living bone is a highly organized anisotropic tissue which remodels 

and heals through coordinated coupled dynamic electrical processes.
13,18,19

 It is recognized as 

a piezoelectric material.
20

 Piezoelectricity was first observed in 1880 in the crystals of 

Rochelle salt (sodium potassium tartrate), quartz and tourmaline by Jacques and Pierre 

Curie.
21

 It is the property in which mechanical stress creates a certain potential difference or 

vice versa. From the crystallographic point of view, it can be understood as the compressive 

or the tensile force which produces the electrical potential difference across the opposite 

faces of the crystal or vice versa.
2
 Considering an ionically bonded substance which is 

crystalline as well as having ions arranged in its unit cell either symmetrically or 

asymmetrically. If this arrangement of ions in the individual unit cell is asymmetrical, then an 

electric dipole would be generated upon external stimulation, which can be temperature, 

electric field or electromagnetic field, etc. Therefore, when the dipole is mechanically 

strained, the displacement of positive and negative ions produces a net polarization effect. On 

the other hand, if electric field is applied, dipoles would get aligned along the field, resulting 

in the strain effect in the material at the macroscopic level. Overall, it can be suggested that 

the piezoelectric materials have some form of asymmetry in their lattice. The bending 

piezoelectricity was first discovered by Yasuda (1953) in long bones.
22

 The property was 

subsequently utilized to heal bone fractures as well as facilitate in its growth through 

mechanical and electrical stimulation. Further, in 1957, Fukada and Yasuda observed direct 

as well inverse piezoelectricity in bone in response to shear force.
20

 Thereafter, in 1964, shear 

and tensile piezoelectricity were observed in collagen (tendons) as well as in bones.
23

 

Overall, it was concluded that living bone is a true piezoelectric material. In 1966, 

pyroelectricity was discovered in bones by Lang.
24,25

 Later on, streaming potentials was 

recognized in wet bones.
26

 It has been suggested that the electro-mechanical transduction of 
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bones can be described in terms of piezoelectricity as well as streaming potential. In addition, 

bone is reported to be ferroelectric.
27

 Bone is also suggested to be an electret due to the 

development of large polarization charges.
28,29

 These electrical properties of bone guide in 

the development, growth and healing of fractures.
2,13

    

 2.1.2.1. Piezoelectricity in bone 

As mentioned, human bone is suggested to be a piezoelectric material, i.e. the biological 

electrical charges are generated via external force.
20,23,30

 These electrical charges facilitate 

bone reconstruction and repair.
31

 It is also suggested that Wolff‟s law is closely associated to 

the electromechanical functionality of bone.
13

 Marino and Becker
32

 conducted the 

experiments on a section of natural human cortical bone sample to evaluate its piezoelectric 

coefficient. Further, the coefficient was evaluated in demineralised (having collagen content) 

as well as decollagenised (having apatite content) bone samples. It was concluded that 

piezoelectric behaviour in bone is majorly due to the collagen component, while mineral 

content nearly does not contribute to the piezoelectricity.
32,33 

Earlier, it was suggested that 

piezoelectricity in bone is a result of collagen fibres slipping over one another on the 

application of stress and thereby, generating the charges which further facilitates in growth 

and development.
23,33

 Overall, it was suggested that non- piezoelectricity of the mineral 

apatite in bone is due to its centrosymmetric structure.
34

 Collagen, on the other hand 

possesses non-centrosysmmetric structure.
33

 However, it cannot be solely expressed that 

apatite constituent does not contribute to the piezoelectricity in bone. In the similar study, it 

has been observed that the piezoelectric coefficient is dependent on the angle between the 

direction of stress and bone axis.
20

 It is reported that stress applied at an angle of 45˚ with the 

bone axis resulted in maximum piezoelectric coefficient.
20

 The collagen fibres are oriented 

parallel along the direction of the bone axis and therefore, only piezoelectric coefficients d14 

and d25 (equal and opposite to d14) have non zero values.
2,20

 The first subscript in the 
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piezoelectric coefficient (i in dij) represents the direction of generated electrical stimulation 

and second subscript (j in dij) depicts the direction of stress applied.
2,20

  

The electric potential, generated in the bone is highly dependent on applied mechanical 

stress.
35

 It was reported that in the areas where bone exhibit growth and repair, 

electronegative potentials act as the driving force.
35

 It is also the area where bone undergoes 

compressive force whereas tensile force leads to electropositive potentials.
35

 These potentials 

are different from the bioelectric potential of the bone. The bioelectrical signals appear on the 

fractured site of bone with negative polarity. These negative charges, in turn, activate the 

osteoblasts cells (bone-forming cells) for proliferation which results in healing of fractures as 

well as bone growth.
33,36

 The positively polarized region of bone influences the osteoclasts 

cells (bone-resorbing cells).
33,36

 Overall, bone is porous tissue having fluids which contribute 

to the transport of ions and nutrients to various regions of bone. It is reported that the 

electromechanical phenomenon in wet bones is associated with these fluids and is known as 

streaming potential.
26,33

 The micropores of the bone are filled with charged fluids and there is 

an established interface between the charged walls of the bone and ions in the fluids.
33

 Under 

mechanical deformation, these fluids tend to flow against the oppositely charged walls and 

consequently, the spatial distribution of charges is developed along the stream of fluid.
33

 This 

spatial distribution of charges leads to a potential difference which is termed as streaming 

potential.
33

 Therefore, bone in-vivo is considered to have piezoelectricity as well as streaming 

potential which co-ordinately induces growth, healing and development of bones.
33,37

 These 

phenomenons are associated with the electromechanical as well as electrokinetic response of 

bone.
33,37

 The maximum piezoelectric coefficient of bone is reported to be 0.7 pC/N.
38

 

2.1.2.2. Pyroelectricity in bone 

Pyroelectricity in bone was first observed by S B Lang in 1966.
24

 It is the temperature-

dependent phenomenon where the potential differences/charges are developed due to the 
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change in temperature of the bone. From the crystallographic point of view, it can be 

visualized as a unit cell having a polar structure which develops a potential difference 

between various faces in a crystal in response to change in temperature. Generally, solids 

having a lack of centre of symmetry as well as only one axis of symmetry exhibits 

pyroelectric behaviour. The non-centrosymmetric structure of collagen means that the 

pyroelectric effect in bone is due to the collagen component. Pyroelectric materials also 

exhibit piezoelectricity. This overall confirms that bone is piezoelectric. The pyroelectric 

coefficient of human femur has been evaluated to be (3.6 ± 2.1) × 10
-13

 C cm
-2 
⁰C in the 

temperature range of -25 ⁰C to 60 ⁰C.
24

   

2.1.2.3. Ferroelectricity and electret nature of bone 

Ferroelectric materials are subgroup of pyroelectric as well as piezoelectric materials. 

Ferroelectricity is an intrinsic property of bone as findings by El Messiery et al.
27

 suggested, 

in which the hysteresis loop obtained for dry cortical human bone is comparable to the 

hysteresis loop of a moderate ferroelectric material [Fig. 2.3]. The report also suggested that 

the microscopic structure of bone is similar to that of a ferroelectric material in which 

domains containing permanent electric dipoles aligns/changes their direction on application 

of external electric field or mechanical stimulation. These domains attribute to the spatial 

distribution of collagen fibrils in the bone. These findings are also confirmed by Hastings et 

al.
39

 Through thermally stimulated depolarization current (TSDC) measurement it has been 

reported that bone stores large polarization charges under electric field.
28,29

 This confirms that 

bone is an electret material.  
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Fig. 2.3: Typical hysteresis loop for dry human bone specimen, representing 

ferroelectricity at 20˚C.
39

 (Reproduced with permission from Elsevier) 

In another report, to analyse the electret nature of bone, bone specimens were polarized with 

platinum electrodes in air with the field of 1.5 kV/cm at 25°C.
29

 The TSDC curves of bone 

specimens consisted of 3 peaks at 100˚C, 300˚C and 500˚C. Each peak is associated with the 

polarization of certain composition in the bone i.e. lower temperature peak is analogous to 

collagen while peak at 300˚C is due to carbonate apatite and peak at 500˚C corresponds to 

hydroxyapatite.
29

 Therefore, with these inherent electrical properties of bone it is expected 

that external electrical stimulation can affect the remodelling, growth and can heal fractures.
13

 

The selection for optimized parameters for electric field stimulation of bone requires basic 

understanding of interaction of electric field with bone cells. In the next section, a discussion 

on the need to develop a simplistic model for a generalized cell to understand the interaction 

of E-field is followed.  
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2.2. Introduction to the modelling of electrical equivalent of a generalized living cell 

The electrical activity in the body, fundamentally originate from the living cells, smallest unit 

of any organism.
40,41

 These electrical activities guide many physiological processes to 

maintain homeostasis (regulated substantial/elemental environment inside the organism) and 

protect cell from external environment. Overall, cell is composed of plasma membrane which 

is the outer protective sheet, separating intracellular compartment from extracellular matrix 

and various organelles. Cell membrane is made up of lipids and proteins [Fig. 2.4]. Proteins 

embedded in membrane provide pathways (for ions to flow) in the form of channels and 

pumps, while, lipids insulate the membrane. These two entities in the membrane 

metabolically protect cell from external environment. A cell membrane is polarized i.e., a 

small potential is maintained due to the uneven distribution of inorganic ions across it. This 

potential is also known as transmembrane potential (TMP).
40

 While in resting state, cell 

maintains a fixed TMP through many processes of passive and active transports across it. 

However, in stimulated state, TMP is disturbed through many processes such as signaling, 

cell migration, cell division, differentiation, growth and healing processes. When these 

processes are complete, cell returns to the initial resting state. This potential is an essential 

indicator of the physiological state of the cell. The various inorganic ions, such as Ca
2+

, Na
+
, 

K
+
, HCO3

-
, etc present in both intracellular as well as extracellular fluids are responsible for 

these cellular processes.
41
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Fig. 2.4: Schematic representation of a cell membrane consisting of bilipid layer and 

proteins. 

The polarized nature of cell membrane along with the chemical gradients induces 

endogeneous field/current. The endogenous electric fields play a critical role in the processes 

such as wound healing
14

, growth and development of embroys
42

, modifying cellular 

response
43

 and modulating neuronal signalling.
44

 Therefore, it is expected that the application 

of external E-field can effectively manipulate/guide the transport processes across cell 

membrane which can control various functionalities of living cells. In addition, living cells 

consists of various membrane bound organelles, together they maintain homeostasis through 

synchronized intracellular transport processes. Thus, the application of properly tuned 

external E-field parameters can also control intracellular processes. 

At cell membrane level, the externally applied E-field leads to electroporation
45

, necrosis, 

enhancement/inhibition in cell proliferation
46

, transfer of chemotherapeutic drugs into 

cancerous cells, gene therapy
47

, prevention of biofouling, bacterial decontamination and 

extraction of biomolecules.
48

 While, intracellular effects includes programmed cell death and 

release of intracellular calcium ions from the endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria and 

several other organelles which play an important role in cytoskeleton reorganisation, cell 

differentiation and cellular apoptosis etc.
49,50

 The E-field induced intracellular effect also 
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termed as intracellular electro-manipulation,
51

 can govern various transport processes across 

the membranes of intracellular organelles.
49

 Multiple effects can be provoked depending on 

the E-field parameters such as strength, duration and no. of pulses applied as well as cell 

type.
52,53,54,55,56 

For example, E-field strength of 5 kV cm with pulse duration ranging from 

0.4  s to 1  s or several    100  milliseconds can be applied to obtain reversible 

electroporation while for irreversible electroporation, pulses in the range of milliseconds to 

seconds are required. On the other hand, for intracellular effects, E-field pulses in the 

nanoseconds range (600 - 10 ns) with higher strength (10 - 300 kV/cm) are required. 

However, these large strength and short duration E-field pulses also affects the cell 

membrane forming nanopores.
57

 When the E-field is applied across the living cells, it disturbs 

the equilibrium and thus results in substantial increase in the flow of ions across the 

membrane and thereby TMP. E-field also causes structural/conformational changes in the 

proteins, lipids, as well as enzymes in the membrane along with thermal heating, electro-

insertion and electrofusion.
58

 Osteoblast cells, when exposed to external E-field, cellular 

migration also termed as galvanotaxis takes place.
59,60

 In this process, simultaneous influx 

and efflux of Ca
2+

 takes place across the osteoblasts cells on the sides facing the electrodes 

and thereby cellular alignment along the field takes place. This alignment / cellular migration 

resulting from external E-field play a significant role in bone remodelling as well as 

osteoinduction.
61,62

 

The interaction mechanism of E-field with single living cell has not been fully understood. 

However, number of attempts has been made to develop the theoretical understanding by 

designing the electrical equivalent of cell membrane.
63

 Consequently, Deng et al.
64

 also 

proposed the electrical equivalent circuit of single living cell considering nucleus as only 

organelle. The equivalent circuit of the living cell has been studied in other reported 

literatures also.
65,66,67 

These studies considered cell and nuclear membrane to be a perfect 
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dielectric, which is not the realistic case. Cell membrane consists of ionic channels, pumps, 

transporters and other channels which mediate the flow of ions across it, while nuclear 

membrane consists of pores which pass selective molecules to be swapped across cytoplasm 

and nucleoplasm. Ellappan and Sundararajan
68

 proposed the electrical equivalent of living 

cell by considering cell membrane to be a leaky dielectric and nuclear membrane to be a 

perfect dielectric.  

           

                        (a)                                                                                        (b) 

Fig. 2.5: (a) Parallel combination of voltage gated channels of Na
+
, K

+
, Ca

2+
, and Cl

-
, 

represented as a series combination of resistance and a battery, Na-K pump represented 

as a current source and a lipid bilayer represented as a capacitor, (b) electrical 

equivalent circuit of a cell membrane. 

However, these studies focused on the dielectric properties of the membranes and conductive 

properties were feebly observed. The membrane conductive proteins allow different ionic 

currents across the cell membrane, while pores in nuclear membrane permits the selective 

molecules to pass across it. The change in the behaviour of the currents can considerably 

influence the cellular functionalities. Therefore, present study considers the simple electrical 

equivalent of living cell with cell and nuclear membranes acting as leaky dielectric [Fig. 2.5]. 

These are represented as the parallel combination of resistor and capacitor. Resistor in the 

cell membrane is suggested to be mimicking the behaviour of voltage gated channels, while 
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in nuclear membrane it is a symbolized behaviour of pores. In Fig. 2.5, additional circuit 

component, representing the behaviour of Na-K pump is also included in the circuit of cell 

membrane. However, it has not been included in the present study because under the 

influence of E-field, voltage gated channels are the main functioning unit. Under the 

application of E-field, ions traverse the least resistance path, which can be represented as the 

two electrical equivalent circuits (presented in chapter 3). The time constant of the circuits 

has been evaluated and its variation with various cellular adaptation processes has been 

analytically studied. The E-field strength required to electroporate the cell has also been 

calculated, assuming various critical TMPs. Using MATLAB simulations, models were also 

analysed with different pulsed voltage input signals of various durations.  

2.3. Hydroxyapatite 

Hydroxyapatite (HA) is a type of calcium phosphate which is structurally, chemically, 

morphologically and compositionally similar to mineral apatite of human hard tissue.
69,70

 

Calcium phosphates are of biological interest, which occur in six different phases such as 

hydroxyapatite (HA), dibasic calcium phosphate dihydrate (DCPD), dibasic calcium 

phosphate  DCP , monobasic calcium phosphate  MCP , β-tribasic calcium phosphate  β-

TCP) and octacalcium phosphate.
71

 Among these, hydroxyapatite (HA) has been recognized 

as a potential biomaterial due to its close structural and chemical similarity with the natural 

apatite as mentioned above. Also, most of the inorganic ingredients of bones and teethes are 

comprised of HA.
72,73

 The implantation of synthetic HA demonstrates spontaneous 

osteointegration with bone.
70,74,75,76

 HA is broadly utilized in bone grafts and prosthetic 

coatings.
77

 In addition, application of HA also includes as fillers, drug delivery systems, 

protein chromatography, DNA separation etc.
78,79,80

 Recently, it has been demonstrated that 

HA particulates also prevent the growth of cancer cells.
81
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Fig. 2.6: a) Schematic illustrating the monoclinic hydroxyapatite (HA) with space group 

P21/b along [110] direction, b) Hexagonal HA with space group P63/m along [ ̅100] 

direction. In both the structures, the orientation of hydroxyl (OH
-
) ions is different, c) 

Two-dimensional enlarged high resolution transmission electron microscopic image of 

monoclinic HA along [ ̅110] direction (upper inset) as well as hexagonal HA along [100] 

direction (lower inset), and a unit cell of HA (left inset) respectively.
82

 (Reproduced with 

permission from American Chemical Society) 

HA exists in hexagonal (space group: P63/m)
83

 as well as in monoclinic (P21/b)
84

 phases [Fig. 

2.6]. Both structures consists of PO4
3-

  tetrahedra along with Ca
2+

 ions which occur in two 

different positions, which is generally marked as Ca(I) and Ca(II).
82

 The Ca(I) are arranged at 

interstitial sites and Ca (II) are located at the corners of equilateral triangle. The centre of the 

equilateral triangle is occupied by the OH
-
 ions, arranged uniaxially along c-axis. The 

difference between the two structures arises from the orientation of OH
-
 ions. In monoclinic 
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HA, the orientations of the OH
-
 ions are all up or down in the given column while in the 

adjacent column its orientation is opposite [Fig. 2.6(a)]. In hexagonal HA, with space group 

of P63/m, the OH
-
 ions are arranged in 2-fold disorder

82
 i.e., orientations of adjacent OH

-
 ions 

are opposite in the same column [Fig. 2.6(b)]. However, this arrangement would develop 

steric interference
82

 between the adjacent OH
-
 ions, therefore, hexagonal HA mostly contains 

vacancies of the OH
-
 ions. Hexagonal HA also forms during normal processing conditions 

which promotes formation of Ca
2+

 defects, OH
-
 vacancies and foreign/impurity ion inclusion 

rendering the orientation of OH
-
 ions in highly disordered manner along c-axis.

85
  

It is considered that monoclinic HA is thermodynamically the most stable structure at room 

temperature having ordered alignment of OH
-
 ions in the lattice with negligible OH

-
 

defects.
82,86,87

 However, it is a highly stoichiometric structure which is unlikely to form 

during normal processing conditions.
84,86,88,89,90

 Whereas, order-disorder (2 fold disorder) 

alignment of OH
-
 ions along with small amount of OH

-
 defects makes hexagonal HA lattice, 

the most stable structure at room temperature.
82,91

 The occurrence of HA in monoclinic form 

was realized much later than the hexagonal HA because of the subtle difference between the 

structures.
82

 The single crystals of chlorapatite [Ca10(PO4)6Cl2] whose structure is typical of 

monoclinic phase, consists of Cl
-
 ions centered around planar Ca

2+
 triangles, similar to the 

position of hydroxyl ions (OH
-
) in hexagonal HA.

84,88
 These single crystals of chlorapatite, 

under the steam of oxygen at 1200˚C, transforms to single crystals of monoclinic HA.
88

 It is 

well known that the monoclinic HA structure transforms reversibly to hexagonal HA at about 

210˚C.
92,93,94

 This phase transformation occurs due to ordered orientation of the hydroxide 

(OH
-
) ions along c-axis which becomes highly disordered at elevated temperatures and also 

induces OH
-
 defects.

85  

Fig. 2.6 (c) represents the high resolution transmission electron microscopic image (HRTEM) 

of HA. The insets depict the simulated images of the structures of HA. The upper right inset 
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represents monoclinic HA along [110] and the lower right inset depicts hexagonal HA along 

[ ̅100]. The upper inset portrays high similarity with the monoclinic HA in Fig. 2.6 (a). 

While, in lower inset, significant difference can be depicted with respect to hexagonal HA in 

Fig. 2.6 (b). 

2.3.1. HA as an electret 

Among its various striking features, HA can be converted into electrets by the application of 

external electric field (E-field) at elevated temperature.
95,96

 The importance of HA electrets as 

an implant can be realized from the fact that under different loading conditions (compression, 

tension, cyclic, etc.), living bone generates charges on its surface which further assists in 

bone-growth/new-bone formation as well as bone fracture healing.
95,97,98,99,100

 The rationale 

for electret formation at elevated temperature is elaborately described in the coming sections. 

These HA electrets display enhanced osteogenic capability as well as favour new bone 

formation.
101,102,103,104,105 

In addition, the surface charge controls the interface between HA 

and living cells, in vitro and in vivo.
102,106,107,108,109,110

 These surface charges influence the 

protein adsorption that further affects cell adhesion, migration, morphology and 

proliferation.
95,106,108

 In addition, accelerated growth of bone like apatite on polarized HA in 

simulated body fluid has also been reported.
95,107 As far as the influence of surface polarity is 

concerned, osteoblast cells exhibits enhanced cell proliferation on negatively polarized 

surface of HA.
 107,108,111

 It has also been reported that the polarized surfaces induce new bone 

formation and enhanced osteobonding towards negatively charged surface from the site of 

injury.
112,113

 In addition, polarized HA also promotes regeneration of blood vessel and 

epidermis during wound healing.
114,115

  

The electret formation of HA can be realized based on the mobility of hydroxyl (OH
-
) group, 

present in the c-axis column of the hexagonal lattice.
96

 The protons (H
+
) associated with the 

O
2-

 ions are weakly bonded at elevated temperature  ≥ 200˚C .
116

 In the process, the 
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arrangement of the OH
-
 ions becomes highly disordered. Thereafter, under the application of 

E-field at elevated temperature, reorientation of the OH
-
 ions takes place along c-axis.

95
 It is 

also known that at elevated temperatures  ≥ 700˚C , protons  H
+
) dissociate from the O

2-
 ions 

and conduct along c-axis. Therefore, HA is also considered to be as quasi-one-dimensional 

protonic conductor.
117,118,119

 These ordered OH
-
 ions along c-axis behave as electric dipoles 

under the influence of external E-field at elevated temperature.
116

 The direction of the aligned 

OH
-
 ions along c-axis behaving as electric dipoles can be reversed depending upon the 

polarity of the applied E-field.
120

 The cooling of HA under continuous exposure of E-field 

freezes the OH
-
 dipoles. On removal of E-field, HA is rendered in its polarized state.

95,96
 

Thereafter, on reheating the polarized HA, the dipoles relax thermally, giving rise to 

depolarization current with respect to temperature which is also known as thermally 

stimulated depolarization current (TSDC).
121

 However, along with OH
-
 dipoles, space charge 

is also developed in HA due to the proton (H
+
) conduction.

91
 Therefore, TSDC results due to 

the relaxation of dipolar as well as space charge polarization. The formation of HA into 

electrets is based on the polarization depolarization processes which has been discussed 

substantially coming sections. 

As mentioned above, TSDC is the study of the temperature dependent dielectric relaxation in 

the solid electrolyte.
122,123

 Through TSDC, dielectric losses occurring in the solid electrolyte 

can be measured in a very low frequency range (10
-2

-10
-4

 Hz) which is the characteristic 

feature of TSDC.
124

 In this method, sample is placed between the electrodes and 

simultaneously polarizing field (Ep) at elevated temperature (Tp) for a certain time (tp) is 

applied. Thereafter, under constant application of Ep, sample is cooled down to room 

temperature. At room temperature, Ep is removed and the sample is again reheated at a 

certain heating rate (β) with the electrodes, connected to low current (ultralow) measuring 

device (such as electrometer, picoammeter, etc.). The measured discharge current is called 
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TSDC which is a function of temperature. The spectrum of TSDC is a combination multiple 

relaxation mechanisms, present in the sample.  

These multiple relaxations can be split up into uncoupled distributions of Debye relaxation 

processes. The frozen polarization [P(t)] is then assumed to decay as,
125
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Where, Tk
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eT  )( , where, τo is the pre-exponential factor and Ea and kB are activation 

energy for the relaxation of dipoles and Boltzmann‟s constant, respectively.
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 The 

depolarization current density, can then be expressed as a function of temperature as, 
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Where,
dt

dT
  is the heating rate; Ti and Tf are the initial and final temperatures of 

measurement. The eq. (2.2) can also be written in the form,  
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The eq. (2.2) represents the current density due to the relaxation of the dipoles.
126,127 

In the 

eq. (2.2), the first exponential is dominant at lower temperatures, which represents the 

increase in the TSDC with temperature. The second exponential dominates at higher 

temperatures which gradually counter the increase in TSDC until the maximum is reached. 

The TSDC spectrum is, therefore, symmetrical with respect to temperature. The activation 

energy (Ea) can be evaluated from the slope of the linear curve, plotted between ln τ v/s 1/kT 

from the eq. 2.3. 

TSDC is a high resolution dielectric characterization technique because of its low frequency 

equivalent which is given as,
124
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                                                                  (2.4)     

Where, R is the ideal gas constant, Tm is the temperature at which the maximum 

depolarization current density peak is observed. The given low frequency equivalent 

enhances the separation between different relaxation peaks in the TSDC spectra on the 

temperature axis. The advantage in the TSDC methodology is the separate stages of 

polarization and depolarization experiments compared to other dielectric measurements in the 

given frequency domain where dipolar relaxations are often overlapped with the ionic 

conductivity in the sample. A detailed discussion on the TSDC is followed up in chapter 4. 

2.3.2. Origin of electrical nature of HA 

Electrical properties of HA are highly influenced by the lattice hydroxide (OH
-
) ions oriented 

along c-axis at the centre of Ca
2+

 triangles.
117

 In addition, it has been suggested by Nagai et 

al.
128

 that the surface of HA is ionic in nature and therefore, binds with polar molecule such 

as water. These water molecules give rise to proton mediated conduction at low 

temperatures.
129,130

 At elevated temperature  > 200˚C , it is considered that the protons  H
+
) 

of the hydroxyl (OH
-
) group at the OH

-
  site has a tendency to dissociate and become 

mobile.
117

 As a consequence of which, water molecule releases from the lattice, i.e., one OH
-
 

ion at OH
-
 site combines with the proton (H

+
) on the other OH

-
 site. In the process, HA 

develops large number of defects in OH
-
 columns without disturbance of the apatite 

structure.
117,131,132

 As a consequence, one OH
-
 (   

 ) vacancy and one proton vacancy (  
 ) is 

created. This process of dehydration of the lattice hydroxide ions is described as, 

Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2  → Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2-2xOx□x + xH2O (g) 

                                                                         Or                                                               (2.5) 

                                  OH
-
OH + OH

-
OH → O

2-
OH + □OH + H2O (g) 
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Where, □OH indicates a vacancy at the OH
-
 lattice site and O

2-
OH is the converted oxide ion 

when proton (H
+
) is dissociated from it. Therefore, due to mobile nature of protons (H

+
) 

bounded to O
2-

 in the OH
-
 columns, one-dimensional proton conduction takes place through 

the c-axis columns.
117,118,119,133

 In addition, it has been reported that the majority of charge 

carriers present in HA are protons (H
+
) which has been recognized by hydrogen 

concentration cell at 900˚C.
117

 The protonic conductivity has been found to be almost 10
-3 

S.cm
-1

 at 700˚C.
117

 The proposed one-dimensional conduction path along c-axis consists of 

vacancy at OH
-
 site which can hinder the conduction of protons (H

+
).

117
 Also, the distance 

between adjacent OH
-
 site is too long (0.344 nm) and that of between OH

-
 site and (PO4)

3-
 

tetrahedral is 0.307 nm, which is comparatively short.
132

 Therefore, the possibility to form 

hydrogen bond between the hydrogen of OH
-
 ions and oxygen of (PO4)

3-
 ions is obvious.

117
 

Considering this conduction path of protons to be likely suitable for dehydration process, 

which is as follows, 

OH
-
OH+ OPO3

3-
 + OH

-
OH → O

2-
OH + H…OPO3

2-
 + OH

-
 → 

                                          O
2-

OH + OPO3
3-

 + H…OHOH→                                                 (2.6) 

                                       O
2-

OH + OPO3
3-

 + □OH + H2O (g) 

The proposed conduction mechanism forms defects at OH
-
 site which can be suppressed by 

supplying H2O vapour in the sintering environment of HA.
134

 Further, it has been reported, 

through various processing conditions, that Ca
2+

 defects may form in HA.
135

 Using density 

functional theory (DFT) for defect formation energetics, it has been evaluated that for 

compensating the charge of defect at Ca
2+

 site, proton interstitial exists.
136

 These interstitial 

protons likely form bond with the OH
-
 ions in the c-axis and thereby, additional conduction 

through proton interstitial hopping takes place in Ca
2+

 deficient HA.
131

 The instability of the 

protons (H
+
) along c-axis of HA at elevated temperature indicates various polarization 
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mechanisms which are discussed further in the subsequent section. In addition, its orientation 

also gives an impression of the ferroelectric nature of HA. 

2.3.3. Mechanism of polarization and depolarization in HA 

The polarization and depolarization in HA occur due to thermal flip flop of OH
-
 dipoles, 

present along columnar c-axis.
95,96,117,137

  This is due to the fact that protons (H
+
) attached to 

O
2- 

ions in OH
- 
becomes activated in the temperature range of 200˚C - 300˚C.

95
 At elevated 

temperatures  ≥ 800˚C , these protons (H
+
) are predominantly dissociated from the OH

-
 ions 

which combine with the OH
-
 ions at another OH

-
 site to form water of hydration which 

results in dehydroxylation of the lattice OH
-
 ions.

138
 Hitmi et al.

116,139,140
 studied the dielectric 

relaxation properties of HA through TSDC measurements. It has been suggested that the 

protons (H
+
) rotate or relocate themselves around O

2-
 ions in response to thermal energy. This 

model is called the proton rotation model. This thermally stimulated movement of protons 

around O
2-

 ions in the columnar c-axis initiates phase change from monoclinic to hexagonal 

at approximately 211˚C.
92,93

 The phase transition is attributed as quasi-statically stabilized 

phase transition in which the thermal motion of protons (H
+
) around O

2-
 ions depends on the 

adjacent OH
-
 ions along c-axis.

116,139,140
 Another mechanism for polarization and 

depolarization can be attributed to ionic transport of H
+
, O

2-
 and OH

-
 ions in the HA lattice. 

The proton (H
+
) migration takes place along OH

- 
channels which is associated with the 

activation energy of about 1 eV.
96

 It involves reorientation and migration of protons (H
+
) to 

the adjacent proton-vacancy site (O
2-

). The protons (H
+
) can also migrate via nearest 

tetrahedral PO4
3-

 ions.
117

 However, the protons, which are weakly attached to the OH
-
 ions, 

dissociate directly to conduct along c-axis.
141

 

It has been suggested that polarization and depolarization processes in HA are highly 

dependent on polarizing temperature (Tp). The lower Tp  ≤ 400˚C  yields polarization through 

proton (H
+
) migration via adjacent OH

-
 ions as,

141
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                         OH
-
 + OH

-
 + OH

-
 + OH

-
 = OH

-
 + O

2-
 + OH

-
 + HOH                              (2.7) 

At higher Tp  ≥ 500˚C , the diffusion of O
2-

 ions in the structure due to partial 

dehydroxylation of HA at elevated temperature  > 500˚C  contribute to the polarization.141 

The partial dehydroxylation takes place as, 

                      OH
-
+ OH

-
+ OH

-
 + OH

-
 = O

2-
 + □ + OH

-
 + OH

-
 + H2O (g)                        (2.8) 

Where, □ denotes the vacancy of an OH
-
 ion. The migration of O

2- 
ions takes place through 

these vacancies. The activation energy evaluated for their diffusion/migration is about 2 

eV.
142

 However, activation energy higher than 2 eV is associated with the migration of OH
-
 

ions.
143

 

Dehydroxylation induces defects (OH
-
  in the HA structure at high temperatures  ≥ 800˚C .  

It has been reported that as the defect (OH
-
) concentration increases, the dipole and space 

charge polarization also increases.
144

 Also, from the TSDC spectra of defect induced HA, 

polarized at high temperature  ~ 400˚C  and low electric field  ~ 1 - 4.5 kV/cm), it was 

concluded that the peak having a linear increase in its peak current density (Jmax) with the 

polarizing field (Ep) is attributed to dipolar polarization, while an exponential increase in 

peak current density is attributed to space charge polarization.
124,145,146,147

 The activation 

energies, corresponding to the dipolar and space charge polarization in defect induced HA lie 

in the range of 0.6 eV - 0.9 eV and 1.01 eV - 1.02 eV, respectively.
144

 In defect induced HA, 

the dipolar polarization is proposed to be based on the mechanism of formation of defect 

dipoles due to vacancies of OH
-
 ions as well as H

+
 at OH

-
 ions sites along the c-axis in the 

lattice.
144

 With the increase of defect concentration, the defect pair dipole increases and 

henceforth the dipolar polarization also increases.
144

 However, this dipolar polarization is 

different from the reorientation of the OH
-
 dipoles which is suggested to be the fundamental 

origin of dipolar polarization in HA.
116  
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Similarly, space charge polarization in defect induced HA is majorly associated with grain 

boundaries.
144

 Under the influence of E-field, protons (H
+
) conduct through defects in grain 

and accumulate near the grain boundaries. This distribution gives rise to space charge 

polarization. As defect concentration increases, the density of the mobile protons increases 

with an increase in the number of proton vacancies, as a result, space charge polarization also 

increases. Therefore, it is suggested that persistent polarization in defect induced HA 

comprises of dipolar as well as space charge polarization, associated with the grains and grain 

boundaries.
142,144

  

In another report, the surface charge density induced by the polarization process on the HA 

surface has been evaluated using Kelvin probe method.
148

 In this method, sample is placed 

between the electrodes, where one electrode touches the surface of the sample, the other 

electrode is kept at a definite distance. The non-contact electrode vibrates resulting in the 

alternating current which is measured through ammeter. Also, a constant voltage source is 

connected in series with the present set-up. At a particular distance (l) between the electrode 

and the sample, when the resulting current is zero, a constant voltage bias is utilized to 

evaluate the surface charge density. The kelvin probe equipment is kept in vacuum chamber 

along with resistive heater to monitor the temperature of the sample.
149

 It was realized that 

the surface of HA, which was polarized via positive bias voltage induce positive charges and 

the surface which was polarized with negative bias induce negative charges. This was 

however, different from the polarity of barium titanate (BT) which was polarized under 

similar conditions. It induced negative charge on the side of positive electrode and vice versa. 

This is due to the phenomenon of spontaneous polarization in BT, which can be reversed on 

the application of the field.
150

 The spontaneous polarization in BT is due to the crystal 

distortion in which oxygen (O) and titanium (Ti) ions are displaced with respect to the barium 

(Ba) ion in the unit cell.
150
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Fig. 2.7: (a) Hexagonal lattice of HA with order-disorder arrangement of OH
-
 ions, (b) 

depicts the Polarized HA, (c) - (e) represents the mechanism of formation of surface 

charges via proton (H
+
) migration as well as reorientation of defect dipole polarization 

under the application of E-field. (f) Orientation of OH
-
 ions as well as of defect dipoles 

at different temperatures.
149

 (Reproduced with permission from AIP publishing) 

It has been concluded that surface charge density on HA surface is due to the dipolar 

polarization as the associated activation energy evaluated was 0.69 eV which is attributed to 

the dipolar polarization in defect induced HA.
91

 The surface charge density on HA is 

independent of the sample thickness which further confirms the existence of dipolar 

polarization in HA.
149

 It has been also concluded via water immersion test that the surface 

charge density on HA is mainly due to the dipolar polarization.
149

 This test also confirms the 

thermal stability of the existing dipolar polarization in the sample.  
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The schematic representation in Fig. 2.7 depicts the mechanism of formation positive surface 

charges on the side of the positive electrodes on HA surface and vice-versa.
149

  Fig. 2.7 (a) 

depicts the typical arrangement of OH
-
 ions in the hexagonal structure of HA. In Fig. 2.7 (c), 

OH
-
 vacancies are present in the lattice due to the high temperature sintering. In addition, 

these defects lead to the formation of defect dipoles. When the electric field is applied at high 

temperature, protons migrate to the adjacent OH
-
 sites and therefore results in the 

reorientation of the defect dipoles, as depicted in Fig. 2.7 (e). The process of proton migration 

as well as reorientation of defect dipoles results in the formation of surface charge.
151

   

Fig. 2.7 (f) depicts the reorientation of the OH
-
 ions at different temperatures. It can be 

observed that at room temperature (RT), in polarized HA, the orientation of OH
-
 ions can be 

disturbed by interaction with the water molecules or by polishing process which induces 

stress in the sample. However, when the sample is heated, HA starts to regain its polarization 

to the original value. Thereafter, when the phase transition temperature (~ 210˚C  is reached, 

the polarization starts to decay with further increase in temperature. It is also reported that the 

surface charge measured through Kelvin probe experiment is almost four orders less than the 

polarization evaluated from the TSDC curve.
91,149

 This can be due to the fact that TSDC 

measurement supposedly evaluates all the charges formed in the sample such as trapped 

charges at the grain boundaries and all the other volumetric charges.
149

 

2.3.4. Ferroelectricity in HA 

Ferroelectricity is the property of the material which possesses reversible spontaneous 

polarization.
152

 The hydroxide (OH
-
) present along c-axis column imparts distinct electrical 

properties to HA such as proton conductivity,
117,132,153,154

 electret formation
95,96,148,155

 and 

ferroelectricity.
87,152,156,157,158,159,160,161

 Among these, ferroelectricity is associated with the 

monoclinic phase of HA.
162

 The monoclinic phase of HA (space group: P21/b) is a highly 

stoichiometric phase with ordered alignment of OH
-
 ions along c-axis.

84,82
 The structure is 
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said to be „antiferroelectric-like‟ as the alignment of the OH
-
 ions in one column is opposite 

to the alignment of the OH
- 
ions in the adjacent column.

120
 This type of structural ordering of 

OH
-
 ions is related to the presence of ferroelectricity in HA.

152,119,154,156,160
 However, 

polarization-electric field (P-E) hysteresis loop does not indicate the presence of the 

ferroelectricity in HA.
162

 In the dielectric behaviour of HA with temperature, minor anomaly 

is observed around 210˚C, which is suggested to be associated with the monoclinic (space 

group: P21/b) to hexagonal (space group: P63/m) phase transition.
92,93,94,163,164

 This anomaly 

occurs when the ordered alignment of OH
-
 ions along c-axis becomes highly disordered. Both 

of these structures are electrically non-polar as they are centrosymmetric around OH
-
 ions, 

oriented along c-axis.
156

 On these grounds, the polar phase of HA cannot exist. However, 

thermally stimulated depolarized current studies suggest the existence of polar phase of HA.
96

 

Based on this, Tofail et al.
156

 suggested that the presence of temperature dependent dielectric 

anomaly at almost 210˚C is due to antiferroelectric to ferroelectric phase transition i.e., non-

polar monoclinic (P21/b) to polar monoclinic (P21) or hexagonal (P63) phase. These polar 

phases possess no centre of symmetry which was earlier reported by Havery et al.
87

  

Figs. 2.8 (a) and (b) represent the non-polar monoclinic phase (P21/b) having the ordering of 

the hydroxyl (OH
-
) group along c-axis in antiferroelectric type. In addition, the non-polar 

monoclinic phase having minimum energy is thermodynamically the most stable structures of 

HA. The polar phase of HA is associated with the unidirectional ordering of OH
-
 ions along 

crystallographic c-axis ([001]) which indicates the ferroelectric ordering. The polar 

monoclinic (P21) as well as hexagonal (P63) phases have slightly higher energy (few kJ/mol) 

as compared to the non-polar monoclinic phase (P21/b). Therefore, either stabilization of the 

polar phase of HA takes place or results in non-polar to polar phase transition. Chaiti et al.
165

 

reported the stabilization of HA surface (001) with a needle type structure having a 

cylindrical axis due to presence of ordered OH
-
 ions. The cylindrical axis is presumed to be 
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crystallographic c-axis having ordered OH
-
 ions depicting ferroelectric ordering, which are 

surrounded by Ca
2+ 

triangles. This structure is, therefore, inserted in a dielectric medium of 

interstitial Ca
2+

 ions and PO4
3-

 tetrahedra. Based on these studies, nanocrystalline HA depicts 

ferroelectricity and has been experimentally revealed using piezoresponse force 

microscopy.
152  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 2.8: Schematic illustration of the orientation of the hydroxyl (OH
-
) ions with respect 

to Ca
2+

 triangles.(a) Energy scale of the non-polar P21/b monoclinic phase, polar P21 

monoclinic phase and polar P63 hexagonal phase, (b) phase transition from paraelectric 

to ferroelectric phase. The paraelectric phase is depicted as the P63/m hexagonal as well 

as P21/b monoclinic phase.
85,152

 (Reproduced with permission from Springer Nature) 

Further evidence of the ferroelectricity in HA is suggested to be based on the TSDC spectra 

of its monoclinic counterpart [Fig. 2.9]. In the spectra sharp current peak is observed at the 

phase transition temperature  ~ 210˚C  i.e., monoclinic to hexagonal.
162

 Similar sharp current 

peaks are observed in ferroelectric materials on their depolarization.
166,167,168

 Although, the 

intensity of the sharp peak is low, nevertheless, it suggests the presence of ferroelectricity in 

HA. In addition, these similar sharp current peaks were not present in the TSDC spectra of 

hexagonal (P21/m) HA.
91,96,116,139,169,170,171

 The spectra consisted of one sharp peak (peak A) 

and two broad peaks (peak B and peak C). The first broad peak (peak B) is mainly associated 

with the reorientation of the OH
-
 dipoles as the activation energy associated with it, is about 

0.4 eV.
116,169

 The values are almost independent of the parameters such as polarizing 

temperature, field and time. The second broad peak (peak C) is analogous to the space charge 
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polarization due to proton conduction in grain boundaries.
91,96,169

 The sharp peak (peak A) 

depicts the phase transition in which only 1% of the total polarized OH
-
 dipoles, depolarizes 

diffusively which is indicative of the ferroelectricity in HA [inset of Fig. 2.9(a)].
162

 As 

mentioned above, the ferroelectricity is mainly associated with the ordering of the OH
-
ions 

along c-axis. However, this ordering generally breaks and results in the short lengths of the 

clusters, formed by the OH
-
 dipoles along c-axis. The breakdown is due to the dehydration 

process as well as calcium defects which results in OH
-
 vacancies.

162
 Due to these short 

length clusters of OH
-
 dipoles along c-axis, ferroelectricity is hard to observe in HA. The 

long OH
-
 chains along c-axis exhibits ferroelectricity and is rarely present. 

 

Fig. 2.9: TSDC spectra of polycrystalline monoclinic HA with different polarization 

parameters such as polarizing field (Ep), polarizing temperature (Tp) and polarizing 

time (tp). (a) Ep = 0 - 6.2 MV/m, Tp = 473 K, tp = 30 min. (b) Ep = 1.5 MV/m, Tp = 300 - 

493 K, tp = 30 min. (c) Ep = 1.5 MV/m, Tp = 473 K, tp = 5 - 30 min. The inset in (a) depicts 

the polarization PA (area of the sharp peak).
162

 (Reproduced with permission from John 

Wiley and Sons) 
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Due to the consideration of the non-centrosymmetric structure of HA (P21; P63), 

piezoelectricity might be present at macroscopic level which was recently established by 

Tofail et al.
158

 The measurement was carried out by quasistatic direct 

measurement
172,173,174,175

 and ultrasound interference methods.
176,177

 Both these methods are 

well established and standard to measure to piezoelectricity at a macroscopic level in a 

polycrystalline material.
178

 The measured d31 coefficient in HA is almost 6.84 × 10
-18

 C/N 

which is almost 6 orders less than that for general PZT ceramics.
158

 The low values have been 

suggested to be associated with the lack of anisotropy in HA. Although, powder diffraction 

revealed the presence of piezoelectric phase but thereafter on sintering, development of 

defects and the presence of pores might have reduced the anisotropy in HA.
87

 However, the 

individual grains in the polycrystalline HA may exhibit piezoelectricity, and therefore 

piezoelectricity can be established at a nanoscale dimension.
152

  

It has been suggested that on polarizing HA, it is converted into electrets having induced 

surface charges.
96,169

 These surface charges have been reported to enhance the formation of 

bone apatite when immersed in simulated body fluid (SBF).
95

 In addition, the developed 

surface charges on polarized HA, facilitate increased osteobonding.
104

 Natural bone induces 

surface charge, owing to temperature gradient.
24

 The induction of surface charge with 

temperature change and vice versa is pyroelectricity.
24

 This property of bone, helps in its 

growth and development. The consideration of non-polar to polar phase transition at higher 

temperature indicates HA might possess pyrolelectricity.
156

 

Fig. 2.10 represents the concept of pyroelectricity in polarized HA.
157

 The polycrystalline HA 

consists of polar as well as non-polar grains. The polar grains (arrows pointing in the same 

direction) indicate polar hexagonal (P63) or polar monoclinic (P21) phase having ordered OH
-

ions along c-axis, aligning in the same direction. Non-polar grains with antiparallel arrows 

indicate non-polar monoclinic (P21/b) phase [Fig. 2.10 (a)]. On heating HA above its phase 
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transition temperature and thereafter polarizing it, polar grains start to reorient in the direction 

of applied field, while non-polar grains exhibits phase transition to polar phase [Fig. 2.10 

(b)]. 

 

Fig. 2.10: Schematic representing the pyroelectric effect in the polycrystalline HA with 

non-polar and polar grains. Non-polar grains are represented as arrows in antiparallel 

orientation while parallel arrows represent polar grains.
157

 (Reproduced with 

permission from AIP publishing) 

On cooling to room temperature under the presence of polarizing field, some polar grains 

preserve their orientation while other returns to their equilibrium state of non-polar phase 

[Fig. 2.10 (c)]. On reheating (300˚C - 500˚C , the non-polar grains gain sufficient thermal 

energy and reorient into polar phase [Fig. 2.10 (d)]. This is the state of spontaneous 

polarization and therefore, depicts pyroelectricity. Thereafter, on cooling (500˚C - 300˚C , 

polar grains reorient to non-polar phase due to thermal flip-flop, although the net polarization 

is not zero [Fig. 2.10 (e)]. On further cooling to room temperature, most of the polar grains 

transforms to non-polar grains and therefore, the net polarization is zero [Fig. 2.10 (f)]. The 

TSDC spectra suggest that HA is pyroelectric in the temperature range of 300˚C - 500˚C.
157
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The pyroelectric coefficient ranges from 0.1 to 40 nC cm
-2

 K
-1

 in this temperature range.
157

 

The lower temperature (27˚C - 60˚C  pyroelectric coefficient ranges from 15 to 64 nC cm
-2

 

K
-1

 which is almost four times higher with that of the observed in bone and tendon.
157 

2.3.5. Coupling of electro-active response and biocompatibility of HA 

On induction of surface charges, HA electret gives rise to quasi permanent electric field near 

their surface.
148 The endogeneous physiological electric fields also play a vital role in cellular 

metabolic activities.
179,180 

Therefore, it is expected that the coupled action of both the fields 

would induce favourable biological response. In addition, cell signalling
181

 and charge on the 

material surface
182

 are crucial in regulating cellular metabolic activities. It has been 

demonstrated that polarization results in the generation of surface charges on HA, which can 

improve osteogenic response both, in vitro and in vivo.
85,113

 Table 2.1 summarizes the 

polarization induced in vitro/ in vivo response of HA. The polarization enhances cell 

adhesion/ spreading in comparison to unpolarized HA, where adhered cells had round shapes 

after 1 h of incubation.
106 Improved osteoblastic activity and promotion of new bone 

formation have been demonstrated on both, positively and negatively charged surfaces in 

comparison to uncharged surfaces, coupled with suppressed osteoclast activity on the 

positively charged surfaces.
102,104,112,183

 It has also been reported that the amount of DNA 

content is higher on negatively charged HA surface in comparison to positively charged as 

well as uncharged HA surface.
108 In addition, the negatively polarized HA surface exhibits 

higher osteobonding ability in comparison to positively polarized HA surface.
113,184,185

 In-

vivo implantation of the polarized HA in rabbit femur suggested new bone growth.
112

 In 

addition, the alkaline phosphatise (ALP) depicts positive staining in central region of 

polarized HA as compared to unpolarized HA after 3 weeks of implantation.
112

 Early 

adsorption of fibrin protein was observed to be accelerated in vicinity of negatively polarized 

HA implant, in rat tibiae.
186

 Fibrin promotes platelets attachment and activation, which 
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triggers the release of various growth factors that further stimulate cell proliferation, tissue 

regeneration and new bone formation.186 The influence of polarized HA is not limited only to 

bone but also shows significant effects on soft tissues such as, mediating the regeneration of 

blood vessels and epidermal recovery during the process of wound healing in in-vivo 

models.
187,188 

The early mineralisation and apatite layer formation resembling with that of 

bone has also been observed on negatively charged surface of HA in comparison to 

unpolarized HA surface. The apatite layer formation on the positively charged HA surface 

has not been observed, when dipped in simulated body fluid (SBF).
95,107

 When proteins, 

amino acids and various cations/ anions present in SBF/ culture media comes in contact with 

the polarized surface, they can get repelled/ attracted depending on the surface charge of the 

substrate. The positive Ca
2+ 

cations were adsorbed on negatively charged surface of HA and 

consequently, promoted cell adhesion.
111 Whereas, anions are attracted towards positively 

charged HA surface, which do not support mineralisation and thereby, leads to limited cells 

adhesion.
111

 Fig. 2.11 depicts that in contrast to uncharged HA surface, negatively charged 

HA surface supports apatite nucleation, cell adhesion and proliferation, while negligible 

effects was observed on positively charged HA surface. It has been reported that, when 

polarized HA is immersed in SBF, the negatively charged surface of HA facilitates the 

adsorption of Ca
2+

 ions and thereby, forming Ca-rich amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP). 

Accumulation of Ca
2+

 ions increases the positive charge on the negatively polarized HA 

surface, which further attracts the negative PO4
3-

 ions present in SBF, forming Ca-poor ACP 

that ultimately crystallizes into bone like apatite.
189

 Apart from mineralisation, negatively 

charged surface of HA also promote osteobonding capacity and new bone formation in 

contrast to uncharged HA surface, when implanted in dog femur.
113 After 7 days of 

implantation, the new bone formation on HA surface as well as cortical bone surface escorted 

by monolayer of osteoblast cells were observed. After 14 days of implantation, a thick layer 
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of bone formation on negatively polarized surface has been observed and the gap is almost 

filled after 28 days. In case of unpolarized surface of HA, newly formed bone was 

surrounded by fibrin, various blood capillaries and fibroblast cells.  

 

Fig. 2.11: Scanning electron microscopic images demonstrating the functionality of 

human fetal osteoblast cells on negatively (a, b), unpolarized (c) and positively (d) 

polarized HA surfaces.
107

 (Reproduced with permission from Elsevier) 

After 14 days, fibrin layers were deformed, and segmented layers of newly formed bone 

tissue surrounded by blood capillaries and osteoblastic cells were observed. At the later stage, 

newly formed bone was in direct contact with unpolarized HA surface, but insufficient to fill 

the gap. It has also been reported that implantation of polarized HA in calvarial bone defected 
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mice model, shows the directed bone growth towards positively and negatively charged HA 

surfaces from the site of injury, which forms bridge.
104

 However, un-polarized HA surface 

does not support any kind of bone bridging and depicts only disjointed bone formation. This 

unidirectional bone formation can be understood by the fact that during fracture healing, the 

movement, differentiation and attachment of mesenchymal stem cells (MSC), already present 

in body, may alter due to differential adsorption of protein on polarized surface.
190,191

 In 

initial phase of implantation, MSC moves towards the implant surface and soon start 

producing its own extra-cellular matrix, which modifies the implant surface.
190

 Later on, 

MSC start differentiating into osteoblast cells, regulated by transcription factors (Runx2 and 

osterix).
192

 These osteoblast cells secrete essential bone matrix for mineralization, and are 

interconnected by gap junction to form woven bone.
190

  Therefore, in-vitro as well as in-vivo 

studies suggest that induced electrical activity in HA significantly improves its biological 

response over unpolarized HA. 

Table 2.1: In vitro/ in vivo responses of electrically polarised HA 

Sr. 

No. 

Polarization 

conditions 

Cell lines/  

implantation 

studies 

In vivo/ in vitro Response 

 

Ref. 

1 300°C in air under 

100 kV/m DC field 

for 2 h. 

MC3T3-E1, L929, 

SK-N-SH cells 

Well spread multilayer of 

osteoblast cells were 

observed on N-surface 

whereas, contracted and 

inhibited cells proliferation 

was observed on P-and O- 

surfaces. 

Ohgaki et 

al. 
111
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2 400°C, under 2 

kV/cm DC electric 

field for 1 h. 

Human fetal 

osteoblast cells 

More flattened and 

confluent cell layers were 

seen on N-surface as 

compared to O-surface; 

whereas proliferation was 

inhibited on P-surface. 

Bodhak et 

al.
107

  

3 400°C in air under 5 

kV/cm DC electric 

field for 1 h. 

Mesenchymal 

stem cells, isolated 

from mouse. 

Cells spreading were 

accelerated (as early as 1 h 

after incubation) on both 

N- and P-surfaces in 

comparison to O-surface. 

Nakamura 

et al.
106

  

4 130°C, under 25 kV 

DC electric field. 

SaOS-2 cells Significant difference was 

seen between poled and 

unpoled surfaces in terms 

of cells proliferation, 

morphology and 

attachment. 

Baxter et 

al.
193

 

5 300°C, under 1 

kV/cm DC field  

for 1 h. 

Implanted in rat 

tibiae 

Fibrin adsorption was 

enhanced on N- and P-

surfaces after 5 min of 

implantation, which later 

on induced early 

osteoconduction. 

Nakamura 

et al.
186

 

6 300°C, under 2 

kV/cm of DC field 

Implanted in rat 

calvarium 

Osteogenesis and new bone 

formation was accelerated 

Teng et 

al.
184
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for 1 h. on N-surface in 

comparison to O-surface, 

while on P-surface, 

negligible or no bone 

growth was observed. 

7 400°C, under 4 

kV/cm DC field  

for 1 h. 

Implanted in 

rabbit femoral 

condyle 

Osteoconductivity and new 

bone formation was 

accelerated on polarized 

HA. 

Ohba et 

al.
194

 

8 400°C, under 5 

kV/cm DC field. 

MC3T3 cell line Both positively and 

negatively polarized HA 

promote cell spreading and 

migration towards wound 

area. 

Nakamura 

et al.
195

 

9 300°C, under 1 

kV/cm DC field  

for 1 h. 

Implanted in  

tibial and femoral 

diaphysis of rabbit 

Increased osteobonding 

ability on N- surface in 

comparison to other 

surfaces. Enhanced new 

bone formation was 

observed on both N and P- 

surfaces, leading to 

complete gap filled after 4 

weeks of implantation. 

Nakamura 

et al.
185

 

10 DC field of 1 kV/cm 

for 1 h. 

Implanted in 

femoral and tibial 

Accelerated new bone 

formation in proximity of 

Kobayashi 

et al.
196
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bone of dog N- over P- surfaces as well 

as on O- surface. 

 

2.4. Human hard tissue as a functionally graded structure 

Living bone is a classic example of functionally graded material.
197

 Bone is composed of 

compact part combined with spongy inner section.
198

 Spongy section is called the cancellous 

bone having many pores while the compact bone has negligible pores. The pores in the 

cancellous bone provide pathway to bone marrow to regulate the blood supply. The living 

bone changes in composition from inner spongy section to outer dense section, called 

compact bone.
198,199

 This graded structure together provides mechanical flexibility to the 

bone. Outer dense compact bone provides strength while the stress applied is slowly 

transferred to the spongy portion which ultimately provides flexibility. Another example of 

natural graded structure is tendon to bone and cartilage to bone insertions.
200

 The tendon to 

bone insertion is a ligament that provides an interface between two extremely different 

tissues. While tendon is a soft tissue and bone is a hard tissue. Similar is the case in cartilage 

to bone insertion. These graded structures are able to withstand variety of mechanical 

loadings.
201

 In the case of long bones, the cross-section of the long bone exhibits structural 

change from cortical to cancellous bone which is gradual without the presence of abrupt 

interfaces that further facilitates in smooth variation of mechanical properties. Human teeth 

are also functionally graded structures.
202

 The upper surface of teeth is composed of 

hydroxyapatite (HA) crystallites as well as hard enamel and the inner section is made of 

dentine having collagen fibrils along with HA.
202

 The upper surface of teeth provides 

hardness, brittleness and is resistant to wear whereas inner section provides flexibility. This 

gradual transition from enamel to dentine or dentine to enamel enables the teeth to execute 

various mechanical functionalities.
203

 Another example is human intervertebral disk which is 
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also a natural graded structure.
199

 Similarly, there are many other graded structures in human 

body varying from cellular to tissue level. 

2.4.1. Need for FGMs in prosthetic implants 

Generally, materials, used for prosthetic implants in load bearing applications, are stiffer than 

human bone tissue and therefore there is an uneven distribution of stress upon 

implantation.
204

 When the implant material is placed at a fracture site, the original stress and 

strain distribution gets altered i.e., the load acting on the bone‟s trabecular structure and 

cortex gets shared with the stiffer biomaterial. According to Wolff‟s law, bone remodels upon 

external, internal and physiological stress and strain application.
12,13

 On placement of stiffer 

biomaterial these forces are now predominantly concentrated on the implant material and in 

this process bone observes minimum load which ultimately results in bone resorption. This 

process is known as stress shielding effect. However, a less stiff biomaterial enhances the 

shear stress between the implant and surrounding bone tissue which can result in interface 

motion. In addition, based on the present surgical advancement and the type of implant 

material utilized, revision surgery becomes common case which is generally troublesome for 

the patients. In the case of grafts, aseptic loosening is common due to bone resorption as well 

as wear particles released from the prosthetic implant material which creates inflammatory 

response. Therefore, a critical choice of material is very necessary. Considering the 

complexity of stress and strain pattern existing in living bone, functionally graded materials 

(FGM) are an appropriate alternative as their properties can be adjusted according to the 

desired application. In addition, implants consisting of conventional materials (monolithic 

structure) and composites (heterogeneous structure) are often inappropriate due to the 

presence of abrupt interfaces, which often results in interfacial failure. FGMs are generally 

composite materials in which properties such as grain size, texturization level, density, 

microstructure and composition gradually change in more than one spatial direction 
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according to the application. FGMs eliminate the macroscopic boundaries within material, 

which results in continuous change in mechanical, physical as well as biochemical 

properties.
205

    

FGM is composed of two or more different materials or constituent phases with each 

material phase are designated as „material ingradient‟.
199

 In FGM, each material/phase varies 

gradually in composition resulting in smooth variation of properties such as density, texture, 

microstructure, thermal expansion coefficient, thermal conductivity, etc.
199,206

 The gradual 

variation of the above mentioned properties is essential for maintaining the desired property, 

for e.g., if there is a sudden change in the thermal expansion coefficient at the interface, 

residual thermal stresses would be developed at high temperature which leads to the 

development of crack and finally degradation of mechanical properties.
199,206,207

 Therefore, 

the graded interface in the FGM provides smooth transfer of thermal stress resulting in 

superior mechanical properties.
199,206,207

  

In general, FGMs possesses two classic features which make them as an excellent substitute 

to orthopaedic implants. Firstly, the gradual gradation in the composition and microstructure 

across the whole volume can provide the bone mimicking response and simultaneously 

minimizes the consequences of stress shielding effect.
199

 Secondly, they possess superior 

mechanical properties compared to monolithic as well as composite structures. Previously, 

FGMs are developed having at least one ingredient as a metallic phase. These FGMs of metal 

and metal-polymer based compositions causes continued osteointegration, generates 

debris/microscopic particulates on friction between articulating surfaces of implants, 

degradation of the implant, bone resorption, etc.
206,207

 Due to these disadvantages, 

functionally graded ceramics (FGCs) have gained significant attention because of their 

endurance to be operative at severe conditions of temperature, corrosive environment, 

abrasion, large mechanical loadings as well as thermal-induced stresses.
206

 In addition to 
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these properties ceramics can potentially mimick the electro-active response of natural bone. 

Overall, owing to the inherent nature of bone as an electrically active tissue as well as having 

a functionally graded structure, the development of electro-active FGMs can be anticipated to 

provide better functional response as far as the integration of implant with the host bone 

tissue and its survival period is concerned.
130

  

Synthetic HA has been always an excellent choice for the orthopaedic implant material but 

however, due to its poor mechanical and electrical properties, it is inadequate for the 

mechano-electrically bone implants material. Therefore, piezocomposites have been 

developed utilizing BaTiO3 (BT) as reinforcement phase in the HA matrix.
171,208

 BT is a well-

known piezoelectric as well as ferroelectric material. In addition, BT has been demonstrated 

to be a biocompatible material both in-vitro and in-vivo.
9,209,210

 Further, it is reported that the 

addition of BT as a secondary phase improves the mechanical properties of various 

composite systems.
171,208

 Therefore, piezocomposite of HA with varying amounts of BT (0, 

20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 wt %) were developed via multistage spark plasma sintering (SPS) 

route.
208

 Out of these piezocomposites, HA-40 wt % BT has been reported to have 

mechanical (compressive strength, elastic modulus) as well as electrical (dielectric, Ac 

conductivity and piezoelectric strain coefficient) properties similar with that of the natural 

bone.
208

 Thereafter, in followed study, the piezocomposites of HA-20BT and HA-40BT were 

electrically polarized (10 kV/cm).
211

 These polarized composites demonstrated enhanced 

cytocompatibilty towards mouse fibroblasts L929 and osteogenic cells under the pulsed E-

field (0.5 - 4 V cm, 400 μs  stimulation in in-vitro.
211

 In further study, dense piezocomposite 

of HA-xBT (x = 25, 40, 60, 75) were developed using single stage SPS route.
212

 These 

composites successfully retains OH
-
 ions in HA phase as demonstrated through FTIR as well 

as thermal characterization techniques. Also, enhanced dielectric and pyroelectric properties 

were achieved along with controlled ferroelectric phase content.
212
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Considering these developments, alkali niobate ceramic such as ferroelectric N0.5K0.5NbO3 

has been an excellent alternative due to its high piezoelectric strain coefficient: d33   260 

pC/N, high curie temperature: TC ~ 420°C, electromechanical coupling coefficient: kp   0.48, 

mechanical quality factor: Qm   280 and dielectric constant: ε ~ 657 as well as its relatively 

lower density (~ 4.51 gm/cm
3
) as compared with other piezoelectric 

biomaterials.
213,214,215,216,217

 In addition, ferroelectric NKN (NaxKyNbO3; 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.8, 0.2 ≤ y 

≤ 1  is a patented biocompatible orthopaedic implant material because of its excellent 

viability towards human monocytes.
218

  In this respect, FGM comprising of HA with NKN 

interlayers were developed via SPS route.
130

 The advantage of developing HA based FGM is 

that the excellent bioactive nature of HA is not compromised while the increased dielectric 

and AC conductivity properties were achieved along with reasonable piezoelectric strain 

coefficient (4.2 pC N
-1

).
130

  In addition, cell adhesion as well as enhanced cell proliferation of 

human osteoblast-like SaOS2 cells on the developed FGM was achieved.
130

 In another report, 

FGM of HA with LNKN (Lix(Na0.5K0.5)1-xNbO3 ; x   0.06  interlayer were developed via tape 

casting route.
219

 In LNKN, Li substitutes at A-site in NKN perovskite structure which further 

enhances the polarizability of NKN. The developed laminated composite / FGM of LNKN 

has been reported to increase the polarizability of HA by 6-times.
219

 The developed laminated 

composite also has reasonable piezoelectric strain coefficient (d33 ~ 2 pC N
-1

), comparable 

with that of the natural bone.
219

 In addition, when immersed in simulated body fluid (SBF) 

for 3, 7 and 14 days, increased growth of mineral apatite was observed on the developed 

FGM. In this view, the developed FGM of LNKN can be suggested as a potential substitute 

for electroactive prosthetic implants.
219
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2.5. Summary 

Owing to the remarkable electrical response of living bone and their consequences in various 

bone metabolic activities, the need for the development of electro-active prosthetic implant 

can be realized. Many materials have been developed based on their biocompatibility and 

bone mimicking response. Among these, hydroxyapatite (HA) has been an excellent choice 

because of its structural, chemical and morphological similarity with the bone mineral apatite. 

In addition, the ability of synthetic HA to convert to an electret under low polarizing field  ≤ 

1 kV/cm) is an essential measure to utilize it as an electro-active prosthetic implant material. 

These HA electrets have displayed excellent osteointegration with the bone cells. It is well-

explored that properly tuned E-field also enhances the cell material interaction. Therefore, the 

need to develop an understanding on the interaction of E-field with a single cell is required. 

This would facilitate the selection of properly tuned E-field parameter to further enhance the 

cell-material interaction. In addition, HA electrets as well as their usability to develop 

functionally graded materials along with the other electroactive bioceramics would further fill 

the gap for a better bone mimicking material having excellent biocompatibility as well as 

electrical, mechanical, structural and morphological characteristics similar to that bone.  
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